
REVISED ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS FOR APPEARING IN DIFFERENT 
SECTIONS / PRACTICAL EXAMS  - NEW (2014) SCHEME  

(w.e.f. June 2016 exam) 
 

AMIETE :10 + 2 Holders 

Section  

& Part 
Exam Eligibility 

  

  

Sec-A 

Part-I 

1st Exam      Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-A Part-I.  

 Can appear in Lab-I, provided appearing in all theory subjects 
of Sec-A Part-I 

  

2nd Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

     Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 

 Can appear in Lab-I, if not yet passed or appeared provided has 
appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 

  

  

  

 

 

Sec-A 

Part-II 

 

 

 

3rd Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 

 Can appear in Lab-I, if not yet passed or appeared provided has 
appeared/ is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 

New 

 Can appear in any no. of theory paper of Sec-A Part-II provided 
he/she has passed Lab-I. 

 Can appear in Lab-II, provided appearing in all the theory papers of 
Sec-A Part-II.  

 

 

4th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Section-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I, if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory paper of Sec-A Part-II (if any) 

provided he/she has passed Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II, provided has appeared/is appearing in all the 

theory papers of Sec-A Part-II.  
  

  

  

Sec-B 

Part-I 

 

 

 

 

5th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Section-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory paper of Sec-A Part-II (if any) 

provided he/she has passed Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II, if not yet appeared or passed provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II.  

New 

      Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-B Part-I provided has 

passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 5  in best 6 papers 

passed of Sec-A (Excluding the grades of Lab). 

 Can appear Lab-III provided appearing in all the theory papers 
of Sec-B Part-I.  



 

 

 

6th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Section-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory paper of Sec-A Part-II (if any) 

provided he/she has passed Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II if not yet appeared or passed provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II. 
 Can appear in remaining theory paper of Sec-B Part-I (if any) 

provided he/she has passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 
5 in best 6 papers passed of Sec-A (Excluding the grades of Lab). 

 Can appear Lab-III, provided has appeared/is appearing in all 
the theory papers of Sec-B Part-I.  

 

  

  

Sec-B 

Part-II 

 

 

 

 

 

7th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Section-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory paper of Sec-A Part-II (if any) 

provided he/she has passed Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II if not yet appeared or passed provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II. 
 Can appear in remaining theory paper of Sec-B Part-I (if any) 

provided he/she has passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 
5  in best 6 papers passed of Sec-A (Excluding the grades of Lab). 

 Can appear in Lab-III if not yet appeared or passed provided has 
appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-B Part-I. 

New 

 Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-B Part-II provided 
he/she has passed Lab-III. 

 Can appear in Seminar provided has passed at least 10 theory 
subjects including exemptions. 

 Can appear in Lab-IV, provided appearing in all the theory papers of 
Sec-B Part-II.  

 Can register for project provided has passed at least 8 theory 
subjects including exemption. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

8th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers  

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Section-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I, if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory paper of Sec-A Part-II (if any) 

provided he/she has passed Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II, if not yet appeared or passed provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II.  
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-B Part-I (if any) 

provided he/she has passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 
5  in best 6 papers passed of Sec-A (Excluding the grades of Lab). 

 Can appear in Lab-III if not yet appeared or passed provided has 
appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-B Part-I.  

 Can appear in remaining theory paper of Sec-B Part-II (if any) 
provided he/she has passed Lab-III. 

 Can appear in Seminar if not yet appeared or passed provided has 
passed at least 10 theory subjects including exemptions. 

 Can register for Project if not yet done provided has passed at least 
8 theory subjects including exemption. 

New 

 Can appear in Project exam provided the student has registered for 
it at least in the previous exam and has passed at least 12 theory 
subjects including exemptions. 

 

 Note:- 

 Remaining papers means, the Papers not attempted, not passed or the papers appearing for 

improvement.  
 The column of “Exam” indicates that the student should have physically appeared in that examination.  
 The paper on “Communication Skills &Technical Writing” can be attempted with any exam in addition 

to the papers being attempted. Student should appear in both theory and viva together. 

  

  



 AMIETE : Diploma Holders 

 Section  

& Part 

Exam Eligibility 

  

  

  

Sec-A 

Part-I & 

Part-II 

 1st Exam      Can appear any no. of theory papers of Sec A Part I.  

 Can appear in Lab-I, provided appearing in all theory subjects of 
Sec-A Part-I. 

  

 

 

2nd Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

    Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 

Can appear in Lab-I provided has appeared/is appearing in all the theory 

subjects of Sec-A Part-I. 

New 

    Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-A Part-II provided he/she is 

eligible for Lab-I.  

 Can appear in Lab-II provided appearing in all the Theory Papers 
(including exemption) of Sec-A Part-II. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Sec-B 

Part-I 

 

 

3rd Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has appeared/is 

appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-II (if any) provided 

he/she is eligible for Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II. 
 

 

 

 

 

4th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has appeared/is 

appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-II (if any) provided 

he/she is eligible for Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II.  

New 

 Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-B Part-I provided he/she has 
passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 5 in best 6 papers 
passed of Sec-A. (Excluding the grades of Lab).  

 Can appear in Lab-III, provided appearing in all the Theory Papers 
(including exemption) of Sec-B Part-I.  



  

  

  

  

  

Sec-B 

Part-II 

 

 

 

 

 

5th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has appeared/is 

appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-II (if any) provided 

he/she is eligible for Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II, if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-B Part-I (if any) provided 

he/she has passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 5 in best 6 
papers passed of Sec-A. (Excluding the grades of Lab). 

New 

 Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-B Part-II provided he/she is 
eligible for Lab-III. 

 Can appear in Lab-IV provided appearing in all the Theory Papers 
(including exemption) of Sec B Part-II.  

 Can appear in Seminar provided the student has passed at least 10 theory 
subjects including exemptions. 

 Can register for project provided has passed at least 8 theory subjects 
including exemption. 

 

 

 

 

 

6th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-II (if any) provided 

he/she is eligible for Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-B Part-I (if any) provided 

he/she has passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 5 in best 6 
papers passed of Sec-A. (Excluding the grades of Lab). 

 Can appear in Lab-III if not yet passed or appeared provided has 
appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-B Part-I. 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-B Part-II (if any) provided 
he/she is eligible for Lab-III. 

 Can registration for Project if not yet done provided has passed at 
least 8 theory subjects including exemption. 

New 

 Can appear in Project exam provided the student has registered for 
it at least in the previous exam and has passed at least 12 theory 
subjects including exemptions. 

Note:- 

 Remaining papers means, the Papers not attempted, not passed or the papers appearing for 

improvement.  
 The column of “Exam” indicates that the student should have physically appeared in that 

examination.  
  The paper on “Communication Skills &Technical Writing” can be attempted with any exam in 

addition to the papers being attempted. Student should appear in both theory and viva together. 

 



DipIETE 

 Section  

& Part 

Exam Eligibility 

  

  

  

Sec-A 

Part-I & 

Part-II 

 1st Exam      Can appear any no. of theory papers of Sec A Part I.  

 Can appear in Lab-I, provided appearing in all theory subjects of 
Sec-A Part-I. 

  

 

 

2nd Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

    Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 

 Can appear in Lab-I provided has appeared/is appearing in all the 
theory subjects of Sec-A Part-I. 

New 

    Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-A Part-II provided he/she is 

eligible for Lab-I.  

 Can appear in Lab-II provided appearing in all the Theory Papers 
(including exemption) of Sec-A Part-II. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Sec-B 

Part-I 

 

 

3rd Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has appeared/is 

appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-II (if any) provided 

he/she is eligible for Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II. 
 

 

 

 

 

4th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has appeared/is 

appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-II (if any) provided 

he/she is eligible for Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II.  

New 

 Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-B Part-I provided he/she has 
passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 5 in best 4 papers 
passed of Sec-A. (Excluding the grades of Lab).  

 Can appear in Lab-III, provided appearing in all the Theory Papers 
(including exemption) of Sec-B Part-I.  



  

  

  

  

  

Sec-B 

Part-II 

 

 

 

 

 

5th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has appeared/is 

appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-II (if any) provided 

he/she is eligible for Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II, if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-B Part-I (if any) provided 

he/she has passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 5 in best 4 
papers passed of Sec-A. (Excluding the grades of Lab). 

New 

 Can appear in any no. of theory papers of Sec-B Part-II provided he/she is 
eligible for Lab-III. 

 Can appear in Lab-IV provided appearing in all the Theory Papers 
(including exemption) of Sec B Part-II.  

 Can appear in Seminar provided the student has passed at least 10 theory 
subjects including exemptions. 

 Can register for project provided has passed at least 8 theory subjects 
including exemption. 

 

 

 

 

 

6th Exam 

Carry Forward Papers 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-I (if any). 
 Can appear in Lab-I if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-I. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-A Part-II (if any) provided 

he/she is eligible for Lab-I. 
 Can appear in Lab-II if not yet passed or appeared provided has 

appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-A Part-II. 
 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-B Part-I (if any) provided 

he/she has passed Lab-II and should score minimum GPA of 5 in best 4 
papers passed of Sec-A. (Excluding the grades of Lab). 

 Can appear in Lab-III if not yet passed or appeared provided has 
appeared/is appearing in all the theory papers of Sec-B Part-I. 

 Can appear in remaining theory papers of Sec-B Part-II (if any) provided 
he/she is eligible for Lab-III. 

 Can registration for Project if not yet done provided has passed at 
least 8 theory subjects including exemption. 

New 

 Can appear in Project exam provided the student has registered for 
it at least in the previous exam and has passed at least 12 theory 
subjects including exemptions. 

Note:- 

 Remaining papers means, the Papers not attempted, not passed or the papers appearing for 

improvement.  
 The column of “Examination” indicates that the student should have physically appeared in that 

examination.   
 The paper on “Communication Skills &Technical Writing” can be attempted with any exam in addition 

to the papers being attempted. Student should appear in both theory and viva together. 
  



IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR PROJECT WORK FOR NEW SCHEME 

 The eligibility for Registration/Appearing in Project work for New (2014 Scheme) is given below: 
  
 1.   AMIETE (10+2 Holders) 

 Student can register for Project work at local examination centre provided he/she has 

(a) Written his/her 6th exam. 
(b) Has passed at least 8 theory subjects including exemption. 

 Student can appear in the project exam in his/her 8th exam provided he/she has registered for 
it at least in the previous exam and has passed at least 12 theory subjects including 
exemption. 

2.   AMIETE (Diploma holder) 

 Students can register for Project work at local examination centre provided he/she has 

(a) Written his/her 4th exam 
(b) Has passed at least 8 theory subjects including exemption. 

 Student can appear in the project exam in his/her 6th exam provided he/she has registered for 
it at least in the previous exam and has passed at least 12 theory subjects including 
exemption. 

 3.   DipIETE  

 Students can register for Project work at local examination centre provided he/she has 

(c) Written his/her 4th exam 
(d) Has passed at least 8 theory subjects including exemption. 

 Student can appear in the project exam in his/her 6th exam provided he/she has registered for 
it at least in the previous exam and has passed at least 12 theory subjects including 
exemption. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Registration and final examination of the Project should be from same IETE 
centre. 
  

 


